Foresight MX
by GPMS

On-demand predictive intelligence with next-gen HUMS, FDM, Rotor Track & Balance, and beyond.

Mi-8/17/171
Foresight MX
by GPMS

GLOBAL FLEET
HEALTH VISIBILITY
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME,
ON ANY DEVICE

Flight Data Monitoring (FDM)
Health & Usage Monitoring (HUMS) with Predicted Remaining Useful Life (RUL)
Optimized “One Move” Rotor Track & Balance (RTB)

ONBOARD COMPONENTS
Onboard Control Unit (OBCU)
Smart Accelerometers
Triaxial Smart Accelerometers
Tachometers
Rotor Blade Track Interfaces

WEIGHT & INSTALLATION
STC Weight & Balance
Wiring & Mounts
Installation Time

DATA & TRANSMISSION
Interfaces
Acquisition Rate
Data Parameters
Data Storage
Data Transfer
System Hosting
Ground Station

TECHNICAL SPECS
Power Draw
Operating Temp, Sensors
Operating Temp, OBCU

With Foresight MX, Mi-8/17/171 operators can slash time spent troubleshooting and performing RTB, better forecast maintenance events to reduce AOGs, AND increase their operational availability.”
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